
Together is Better

1. Choose a quote from around the 
room that best connects with your 
experience last week.

2. Find a quote that best captures your 
hopes for moving forward unit 
planning with your team.





CONTINUUM



The 6 Cs

collaboration
communication

content
creativity

critical thinking
confidence



Today’s Goals

to have opportunities to cross-pollinate ideas 
across schools and classrooms
to develop/revise/refine working unit plans
to collaboratively plan with colleagues 



MEANINGFUL TEXTS





Criteria for Meaningful Texts

relevance story
big ideas inspires imagination
interdisciplinary emotional connection













Meaningful Texts

1. Assign a timer.

2. Each person at the table present your unit’s 
big idea and meaningful texts for 1 minute.

3. 15 minutes to allocate to support members of 
your group.



Wall of Texts
1. Return to your planning team.

2. Review the texts for your unit.

3. Write one on each poster strip and 
place on the Wall of Texts.



Criteria for Essential Questions

open-ended apply to any age
exploration and inquiry big ideas
inspire more questions interdisciplinary connections



What are the 
characteristics of a 
mammal? 

How do animals’ 
bodies and 
behaviors help 
them to survive?

Essential Question Not Essential Question



What are our 
classroom rules?

In what ways do 
laws help us as a 
society or 
oppress us?

Essential Question Not Essential Question



What do effective 
problem solvers 
do when they get 
stuck?

What steps did you 
follow to get your 
answer?

Essential Question Not Essential Question



How do the arts 
shape, as well as 
reflect, a culture?

What common 
artistic symbols 
were used by the 
Incas and the 
Mayans?

Essential Question Not Essential Question



1. Gather in trios.

2. 5 minutes as a trio to share your 
essential question and how it 
connects to your unit.

3. 10 minutes as a trio to help each other 
refine and/or brainstorm additional 
questions.

Essential Questions



Wall of Essential Questions
1. Return to your planning team.

2. Share your insights from the 
conversations.

3. Write one EQ on each poster strip 
and place on the Wall of Questions.



Culminating Projects
When did you and your students 
participate in a powerful 
exhibition/project/performance? 

What were the qualities of that 
experience? (Write them down).



Culminating Projects
1. Introduce yourselves around the table.

2. Choose a recorder.

3. Share out the qualities of your 
classroom projects. 

4. As a group choose the three most 
important qualities of a culminating 
project (to share out with room).



Culminating Projects
1. Return to your teams.

2. Review your culminating project based 
on the qualities that you developed.

3. Discuss and revise as needed. 



Ladder of Feedback

Overview of plan 

Clarify

Value

State concerns

Suggest 

Debrief



1. Write an inspirational quote that 
captures your planning experience 
today.

2. Share quotes in teams.

3. Choose a quote from one of your 
group’s members. 

4. Create a group name.

5. Develop a fun and creative way to 
share your team name and quote.



Thank you!


